A common way to compare the radiometric performance of these systems is to examine their noise equivalent change in reflectance, NEap. The NEap of a system is the reflectance difference that is equal to the noise in the recorded signal.
This paper compares the noise equivalent change in reflectance of seven different multispectral imaging systems (AVHRR, 
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INIRODUCTION
Multispectral imaging systems provide both spectral and spatial digital data related to the earth's surface. From these data. thematic maps of the surface can be compiled and changes in the condition of the surface can be determined' as a function of time.
The performance of such systems has usually been compared on the basis of thei r spatial resolution and the location and width of their spectral responses.
Relatively little attention has been paid to the radiometric resolution or sensitivity of the systems, except in the case of studies of ocean color. This situation has changed with the advent of quantitative radiometric imaging spectrometry as applied to studies of global change. The work described here has been conducted to compare the radiometric sensitivities of some of the systems already in use with some of those planned for future use in the Landsat and Earth Observing System programs.
The radiometric performances of these systems are predicted during the design phase.
Generally. different assumptions regarding atmospheric conditions and ground reflectance are used which makes direct performance comparisons impossible.
To provide a common basis for comparison. the radiometric sensitivities and noise sources in seven .. lIlultispectral imaging systems are described here The continental aerosol with twenty-three kilometer visibility was chosen as a "standard" atmosphere, The atmosphere was varied to explore the effect of aerosols on the radiometric sensitivity of a system: a five kilometer visibility atmosphere contains more aerosols than the standard twenty-three kilometer visibility atmosphere. and a Rayleigh atmosphere contains no aerosols.
The ground reflectance was also varied in order to explorc its effect on system radiometric sensitivity. A brief description of the systems is presented in Table 1 . In Table I . only those spectral bands and ground instantaneous fields-of-view (GIFOVs) for which calculations are presented are listed.
RADIOMETRIC SENSITIVITY
The noise equivalent change in reflectance. or NEap. is the most common way to compare the radiometric sensitivities of multispectral imaging systems.
The NEap of a system is the reflectance difference that is equal to the noise in the recorded signa\.
In other words. it is the change in ground reflectance discernible with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of unity.
Thus. a SNR of one hundred (100). calculated for an average reflectance of unity. gives rise to a NEap of one percent (1%). NEap is an arbitrary measure of radiometric sensitivity most suitably used in a comparative rather than an absolute context. This is because a SNR of unity does not provide a highly confident estimate of a reflectance change. particularly in a cluttered scene (Le.. a SNR of unity means that the signal is equal to the noise and in a' cluttered scene the two may be difficult to distinguish). However. in the work described here. the concern is with the comparison of systems and NEap is perfectly adequate for that purpose.
In fact. it is preferred to SNR because it provides a number associated with the observable change of interest. It is therefore more readily appreciated as a description of radiometric sensitivity.
NEt.p is defined as P NE6p = S NR w here p = ground reflectance SNR = signal-to-noise ratio, and the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as
S s S NR=-N T
w her e S S = signal due to the pixel radiance t NT = total noise, i.e. the noise associated with the total radiance at the sensor.
. The version used for this study was adapted by the Remote SenSing Group, Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona. Changes includc allowance for terrain elevation and sensor altitude, and the addition of more spectral band profiles.
The "5S" program provides the radiance recei vcd at the sensor in three parts:
intrinsic atmospheric radiancc (La ), background radiance (L b ). and pixel radi ance (Ls). The pixel radiance, Ls. contains information about the ground area of interest.
The background radiance, Lb, contains information about areas surrounding the ground area of interest, and the intrinsic atmospheric radiance. L a , contains no information about the ground. The path radiance, L p ' is composed of the intrinsic atmospheric radiance and the background radiance: it contains no information about the ground target of interest.
t Strictly speaking. the tenn "atmospheri cally attenuated ground instantaneous field-of-view radiance" should he used; however, pixel radiance is more convenient To calculate the signal from the radiance received at the system. we need to consider just how much power is incident on the detector. the losses due to the optics. and how well the detector can transform the incident power to the measured signal.
To this end, the following equations were used to express the signal. S:
where, L = radiance (W/m 2 -sr), An = throughput or . etendue (m2-sr),
'to = transmittance of the optics. Depending upon the information available about the system [References 2-10], the signal of interest, S s , is either calculated in amperes or in electrons using Ls. the pixel radiance, for L.
Similarly, the signal due to the path radiance is calculated using L p , the path radiance, in placc of L.
The total signal, ST. received at the sensor is the combination of the signal due to the pixel radiance and the signal due to the path radiance. The Signal due to the path radiance is actually a noise contribution because it contains no information about the ground area of interest.
The noise sources considered for this work were quantization noise, photon noise, and "other" noise.
The total noise, NT, is the rss combination of these noises.
It is m .2NADB
wh ere ST , m ax = maximum total signal for the system at the wavelength of interest. NADB = number of analog-to-digital bits.
The noise is given in the same units as the signal. The quantization noise is a measure of the loss of information resulting from the conversion of the incoming signal, which is analog. to a finite set of discrete values (a digital representation).
The number of analog to-digital bits.
NADB. is related to the number of quantization levels that are used in the signal representation.
The number of quantization levels is
The photon noise is due to the statistical fluctuations in the arrival of incident photons.
These obey Poisson statistics so that the rms variation about the mean n of the number of incident photons is given by fii . This variation is a measure of the uncertainty to which n can be determined;
it is often referred to as the noise associated with the signal.
Thus, if n p is the number of incident photons, rn;; is the noise. The "other" noise includes noise contributions from sources other than those previously mentioned. For example. readout noise is a result of the sampling process used to sense the charge in the detector.
The values used for this noise are taken from the information available about each system: all the contributing noises were not usually enumerated in the descriptions. so "other" noise is precisely that '" noise sources that do not include photon or quantization noise.
"Other" noise is designated N o . It was given in electrons for some systems and in amperes for other systems.
Of the systems compared. all but A VIRIS. which is flown on an aircraft. are satellite systems.
Among the satellite systems it was found that the whiskbroom high resolution (i.e.. small GIFOV). type systems had the highest values of NEd p. pushbroom type systems had the nex t highest NEAp. and whiskbroom type systems with a large GIFOV had the lowest NEdp .
The whiskbroom high-resolution type systems (TM and ETM) have 30 meter GIFOVs and throughputs that are two orders of magnitude smaller than the throughputs of the moderate-resolution whiskbroom type systems (A VHRR and MODIS-N) which have GIFOVs of 1000 meters (500 meters for the longer wavelengths for MODIS-N).
In this case a trade-off is being made between spatial resolution and radiometric sensitivity.
The higher spatial resolution (smaller GIFOV) yields a lower radiometric sensitivity (larger NEdp). and the lower spatial resolution (larger GIFOV) yields a higher radiometric sensitivity (smaller NEdp). This is also true for the push broom type systems. SPOTo! HRV has a twenty meter GIFOV for the bands presented here. and HIRIS has a thirty meter GIFOV. At the longer wavelengths. A VIRIS is suffering because the "other" noise is becoming more dominant.
Another feature to note is that a steep slope in the "N EA P versus p" curve implies that the system is photon noise limited at that wavelength.
For example. HIRIS. TM. and ETM at 0.62 micrometers. and MODIS-N at 1.24. 1. 64, and 2.2 micrometers.
In Figure I , it can be seen that the radiometric sensitivity decreases (Le.. NEAp increases) as the aerosols increase (Le., visibility decreases). The in � rease in .
ae � oso�s affects only the signal dependent notses.
ThIS Implies that the NEd P is affected by an increase in aerosols because the signal-to-noise ratio worsens when there are more aerosols present in the atmosphere.
The maximum total signal used for the calculation of quantization noise was taken to be the IOtal signal at unity ground reflectance;
however. some bands of the systems may saturate before unity reflectance.
For example. band ! of the Thematic Mapper saturates for a reflectance of approximately 0.4 at a solar zenith angle of forty-five degr . ees; however. as can be seen in Table 2 . this results in an � mprovement of the NEAp on the order of only 0.04%.
Havmg the system saturate at a low reflectance provides a contrast stretch to the image for low reflectance scenes.
Si � ce. � s . Figure 4 illustrates. TM band ! is not quantization nOIse hmned. the reduction in quantization noise achieved by the lower saturation signal does not result in a large improvement in the NEdp.
On the other hand. if we were to reduce the �ua . ntization noise for a system that is quantization noise
IImlte�. SPOT-! HRV band ! for example (see Figure 5 ). there IS a greater improvement in the NEAp. Table 3 shows the NEdp for 8-bit quantization. which is what is used for the SPOT-l HRV, the NEdp for to-bit quantization. assuming the "other" noise remains constant. and the absolute difference in the NEdp (i.e .
• how much lower the lO-bit quantiz � tion NEdp is).
An increase to lO-bit quantization results m a reduction of the quantization noise by a factor of four.
As was mentioned previously. the increase in quantization levels is especially useful for low reflectance scenes.
This can be seen in Table 3 where the improvement in NEt.p is greatest for low values of ground reflectance.
An improvement in the NEt.p can often be acheived by a reduction in the limiting noise.
However. since the limiting noise encountered in the detection of radiant energy is the photon noise which arises from the quantum nature of the signal itself, a significant improvement in the NEt.p of a photon noise limited system is difficult to achieve.
CONQ.,USION
The radiometric sensitivities of seven multispectral imaging systems, present (AVHRR, AVIRIS, SPOT-l HRV, and TM) and future (ETM, HJRIS, and MODJS-N), have been calculated and compared for a specific set of conditions ... The noise equivalent change in reflectance, NEt. p, was used as the measure of the radiometric sensitivity of the system, and the limiting noise of the system was examined for its effect on the NEt.p and for possible means of improving performance. For example, it was illustrated that a reduction in the quantization noise, say by reducing the reflectance at which the system saturates, wi II resu Ii in only a slight improvement in NEt.p if the system is not quantization-noise limited.
It is important to note that this is only a first-order comparison and does not take all details into account, slich as information about detector cross talk that may bc available for some of the 'systems.
This comparison is not accurate on an absolute scale, since the values used in the calculations are nominal values and for the sensors under development, may change several times before flight. Also, "5S", the radiometric transfer program used, is an approximate not an exact code.
However, since the same code results were used in all cases, the systems have bcen compared to one another on a common basis with consistent definitions thereby providing an accuratc relative comparison.
When trying to determine which system is "the best", many factors must be taken into account. This work only examines the radiometric sensttIvIty expressed as NEt. P ; there are other things to consider, such as the spatial resolution and spectral resolution that are required for the application being considered.
In summary, the calculation of the signal and its components was discussed along wilh some of the sources of noise in a multispectral imaging system and methods of calculating them.
From the signal and noise calculations the noise equivalent change in reflectance was computed and through this. parameter a comparison of the radiometric sensitivities of several current and future multispectral imaging systems was made.
